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Synopsis

We report the .fixst demonstrations of driving water of about

1000 ;grams Jay electro-thermally .ablated gas pressure in a cavity

with a single -exhauster. A blob of water was shot into the air

-wi-th .a shooting angle of about 45°, and -the .flight velocity

observed was about 23 meters per second with the capacitor (.28uP)

charged jap to J.0KV. The discharge sound was almost .suppressed by

the water blob loaded in the chamber possilbly because the energy

of sound -was dissipated -into "the vater blob. The application of

this :ablation -water driver to ship propulsion Ss also discussed.
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1. Introduction

The realization of a hypervelocity accelerator whose attainable

velocity is about 200kra/s is a final goal for the researchers of

the impact fusion.1' From an economical reason, the

acceleration,a, of the projectile for impact fusion is chosen to

be close to the one given by the yield stress S of the

projectile.' If the characteristic size of the projectile is L,

the relation between S and a is described by

fia= s ,

where f is the density of the projectile. In this situation, the

behavior of projectile in the course of acceleration is, more or

less, similar to the fluid in the gravity forced. This motivates

us to study experimentally the acceleration of water in order to

understand the behavior of fluid under strong acceleration.

Once we could confirm the acceleration of water by a fairly

simple technique, a proposal based on the fluid motion driven by

electro-thermally ablated gas pressure can have a backbone of

reality in order to design a Teal machine3*.

For the acceleration of fluid by a gas pressure the rise time

of the -pressure should be very much £asteT than the rise time of

the Hayleigh-Taylor instability4'.. Xn this case, one of the

possible ways to get a fast rising gas pressure is to use the

electro-thermal ablation of water .by a high current discharge

along the free surface of water contained in a discharge chamber

as discussed in the literature3'.

The purpose of the present paper is to report the first

demonstration of ablation acceleration of water of about 1000

grams by electro-thermally ablated gas pressure. In $2 we
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describe the structure of the ablation water driver (AWD) in

order to measure the velocity of accelerated water blob.

In S3 we consider the energy efficiency of AWD based on a

theoretical culculation of velocity attained by AWD. In $4 we

discuss the application of AWD to ship propulsion.

52. Structure and Operation of AWD

One of the simple way to measure the velocity of water blob

accelerated by AWD is to observe -the trajectory of water .shot

into the air. So long as the Tesistance from the air to the

water blob is negligible, the trajetorv is described by a

parabolic curve. In order -to observe the trajectory we built an

AWD as shown in Fig.J., where the bent tube shown as the electode

2 is stuffed with a rod-like electrode 1 together with the

insulator. The shooting angle is selected to be 45° for

simplicity. The water is filled in "the bent electrode 2 as shown

in the same figure when the observer of trajectory is Teady to

measure the distance between the AWD and the location where the

water blob fell. Before the trigger electrode is jfxred, the

capacitor C is charged up to the voltage V through -the resistor

•R. The maximum voltage "V at the present experiment was V=11KV.

By applying high voltage (E.V.) trigger pulse to the trigger

electrode from the pulse generator, the main discharge can he

induced between the electrode 1 and the electrode 1 at our

desired time.

Every time the pulse generator was fired, the high current

discharge generated the high pressure in the chamber. The high
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pressure of the gas gave the forward thrust to the confined

water along the bent, iron tube, and a blob of water was shot

into the air as was expected in the previous paper.3* The weight

of the water blob was a variable parameter so -long as the water-

air interface in the bended tube was in contact with the wall of

the tube, i.e. one end of the electrode 1 had to be confined in a

small volume, U, formed of the insulator surface, the surface of

the electrode 1, the wall of the bent tube and the water-air

interface. The maximum weight of the water blob shot into the

air was about 1000 grams.

The velocity of the water blob guessed from the trajectory was

23 meters/s. The capacitance C of the capacitor bank as an

energy source of AWD was C = 28pF charged up to 11KV. This means

that the energy efficiencey, £exp r obtained .by the experiment is

i- (i)
20

where the definition of Z^xp is the ratio between the kinetic

energy of the accelerated water blob to the stored energy in the

capacitor bank.

S3. Energy JEfficiency

The growth rate, y, of the Bayieigh-Taylor instability is

described by*J

(3)
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where k is the wave number.

During the growing up phase of the instability the water blob

propagates towards the exit of the accelerator barrel. The

accelerated distance, X, of the water blob can be written by

(3)

where t»"Jj'-l and the constant acceleration is assumed. After this

instability is grown up, the accelerations of water could not be

expected.

!Prom (2) and (3) we can conclude that the accelerated distance

which is the effective .length of the accelerator is

(4)

which means that L is about equal to the inner radius a of the

bent pipe of AWD, since the minimum of k Is ksa""1. As .long as the

initial position, z0, of water blob Is larger than a, our

theoretical estimate of the energy efficiency, c,, obtained in the

previous paper3', i.e.

i

In our AWD X=2.5cm and zo-=27cm which gives £=.1/7 showing -that

is approximately equal to Sexp-

In the case of free-fall in the gravity field, we need the

height of 8.5 meters to get the speed 13m/s. In our AWD, this
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speed is attained only by 2.5cm which shows that the acceleration

of water blob in our AWD, nAWDr is 340 times larger than the

gravity constant. This guarantees that we really had the

Rayleigh-Taylor instability in AWD during the acceleration of

water. We can also confirm the violence of this instability by

observing the water left behind in the barrel as shown in Fig. 2.

The water which was not .accelerated was stored at the corner of

the bent pipe. Interestingly, the water level was roughly

independent of the charging voltage of the capacitor.

$4. Application of AWD to .Ship Propulsion

Since the energy efficiency of screw-propeller is roughly

60%5', we need to improve the energy efficiency of AWD in order

for AWD to compare with screw-propeller. Since the theoretical

energy efficiency can be reduced to

from the previous discussions, a simple way of the improvement is

to take -ZQ as small as possible. In other words, the volume of

the discharge chamber as shown in .Pig. 1 .should be as compact as

possible. In this case, however, the theoretical estimation of

energy efficiency must be revised by carrying out more precise

culculations of equation of motion (10) in the previous work.3'

JElectromagnetic ship propulsion has been the object of several

investigations.6~11) one of the studies11' has theoretically
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predicted that electromagnetic propulsion can provide

approximately 90% of the thrust needed for 10s ton submarine

tanker. However, this device has not been realized yet because

of many problems to be overcome; i.e. the problems of applying an

electrical current to sea water, the insignificant thrust

realized for a small model ship and so on. One of the

alternative ideas of obtaining the significant thrust may be the

use of fluid motion driven by electro-thermally ablated gas

pressure as discussed in the present work.

A conceptual drawing of a small jet propulsion steamer using 10

AWDs is shown in Fig.3. Here, the .dynamo is energized by an

engine to generate electricity. And the charger amplifies the

voltage in order to charge up the high energy density capacitors

(HEDC). The successive discharges of 10 AWDs energized from each

HEDC can give a steamer a smooth motion. The use of HEDC may be

important in order to make this pipe-2ike -engine a compact

device, although the allowable voltage reversal for HEDC at

present time in significantly low. We -need to employ a built-in

crowbar switch for every AWD In this case. We can also design a

compact steamer using the inductive energy .storage system

.although reliable opening switches are inevitable.

Finally it should be noted that the sound of -the discharge was

almost silenced when the acclerator was fired with the loaded

water. On the other hand, the noise was intolerable when the

accelerator was dry-fired. The sound energy would be dissipated

into the turbulence driven by Rayleigh-Taylor instability.

In conclusion, we have successfully demonstrated the

acceleration of water blob with the use of relatively simple
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instruments. The results obtained was consistent with the

theory3'. We may build a jet propulsion engine with high energy

efficiency by employing an improved AHD. The multiple uses of

this highly efficient, quiet engine will make an epoch for the

ship propulsion.

The author would like to thank Director S. Sakurai of Kyowa

Shokuhin Co. for stimulating this work. Director M.

Furuhashi of Takatsuka Koki Co. and President A. Ota of Apollo

Electric Co. are appreciated for building the accelerator system.

This experiment was carried out on February 10, 1987 at TakatsuJca

Koki Co. in Bamamatsu.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l Schemtatic drawing of the experimental device in Order to

shoot the water into the air with shooting angle 45°. Note

the finite distance between the water surface and the

electrode 1.

Fig.2 Water left behind in the bent pipe. The quantity of the

water was almost independent of the applyed voltage for

the capacitor/ suggesting a violent Rayleigh-Taylor

instability near the outlet.

Fig.3 A conceptual drawing of a steamer with 10 AWDs which will

be successively fired by capacitively stored energy.
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